
Tour Program Khabarovsk  

4 days / 3 nights 
 

1 day: (bus 12 hours) 
08:30 Arrival in Khabarovsk Meeting. Breakfast. 

Sightseeing tour of the city with a visit to the bridge across the Amur River and the Museum of the bridge. Lenin 

Square. Square of Glory, Spasso - Transfiguration Cathedral and the Eternal Flame Memorial. 

A visit to the Gradokhabarovsky Cathedral. 

Lunch at the Russian Restaurant 

Excursion to the Khabarovsk Museum of Local Lore. Grodekova. 

Dinner at the Sultan Bazar restaurant with theatrical service (alcoholic drinks for an additional fee). 

https://khabarovsk.flamp.ru/firm/sultan_bazar_kafe-70000001018440079 

Transfer to the hotel. check in at the hotel.Relaxation 

. 

2 day: (bus 12 hours) 

Breakfast. 

Transfer to Belovodye, events in the Russian style with a master class. . 

Lunch of Russian cuisine and a story about the culture of the Russian people. 

Transfer to the city. Free time. 

Shopping trip. 

Transfer to the hotel. Dinner at the hotel restaurant. Relaxation. 

 

3 day (bus 9 hours) 

Breakfast. Check our from the hotel. 

10:00 Transfer to the hotel  complex "Amur" 5 * (40km), 

12:00 Arrival at the hotel complex, accommodation (in 2 double or twin  rooms). 

Dinner. Bath with a pool. Billiards. Inspecting antiques and listening to music on the gramophone. Boat trip and 

fishing on the Amur River. 

Evening bonfire on the banks of the Amur River. 

 

4 day (bus 12 hours) 

10:00 Breakfast. Transfer to the village of Sikachi Alyan (80km). Events in the national style with tasting of raw fish 

dishes and a delicious lunch (alcoholic drinks must be taken with you). 

16:00  Transfer to the city. 

18:00 Dinner in a restaurant in the city center. 

Transfer to the train station or airport. Departure from Khabarovsk. 

 
 

The total cost of the tour 

 
Group Intourist 4* Parus 5* 

5  persons 53400 rubles per person 58300 rubles per person 

10 persons 41800 rubles per person 46200 rubles per person 

15 persons 40500 rubles per person 45000 rubles per person 

20 persons 38100 rubles per person 43500 rubles per person 

  

The price includes all services specified in the program. 

https://khabarovsk.flamp.ru/firm/sultan_bazar_kafe-70000001018440079
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Transfer to the hotel. check in at the hotel.Relaxation 

 

2 day: (bus 12hours) 

Breakfast. 

Transfer to Belovodye, events in the Russian style with a master class. . 

Lunch of Russian cuisine and a story about the culture of the Russian people. 

Transfer to the city. Free time. 

Shopping trip. 

Transfer to the hotel. Dinner at the hotel restaurant. Relaxation. 

 

3 day (bus 9 hours) 

Breakfast. Check out from the hotel. 

Transfer to comfortable Glamping, which is located on the very banks of the mountain river Anyui. Upon arrival to 

glamping, the administrator will help you to settle in cozy spherical houses and introduce you to all the sights of our 

glamorous oasis. 

A spacious lounge area with comfortable sofas will allow you to truly relax and enjoy unique views from the window 

to the river and hills. 

 You will take a walk along the mountain river Anyui downstream in motor boats, accompanied by experienced 

guides. During the trip you will enjoy the unusual landscapes of Anyui National Park, try your luck at catching taimen, 

lenok and grayling. 

Guides will prepare you an excellent lunch on a braid of freshly caught fish and other Far Eastern products. Upon 

returning to glamping, you will find a delicious dinner in the lounge area and a melted bathhouse. On the territory of 

glamping there is a specially equipped area for relaxing in the fresh air around the fire.  
 

4 day (bus 12 hours) 

10:00 Breakfast. Transfer to the village of Sikachi Alyan (80km). Events in the national style with tasting of raw fish 

dishes and a delicious lunch (alcoholic drinks must be taken with you). 

16:00 departure to the city. 

18:00 Dinner in a restaurant in the city center. 

Transfer to the train station or airport. Departure from Khabarovsk. 

 

The total cost of the tour 

 

Group  Intourist 4* Parus 5* 

5  persons 51300 rubles per person 56300 rubles per person 

10 persons 39100 rubles per person 43500 rubles per person 

15 persons 37900 rubles per person 42500 rubles per person 

20 persons 35300 rubles per person 39700 rubles per person 

 

The price includes all services specified in the program.

https://khabarovsk.flamp.ru/firm/sultan_bazar_kafe-70000001018440079


  5 persons 10 persons 15 persons 20 persons 

Transport 1400 rubles/ hour ( 5-10 persons)     

 2100 rubles / hours  (15-20 persons)     

 

Guide - Translator 

English 1200 rubles/hour     

French 1200 rubles /hour     

Spanish 1800 rubles / hour     

Museum of Local Lore 

Grodekov 

680 rubles per person 

  640 rubles per person (more than 

10 people) 

3400 rubles 6800 rubles 9600 rubles 12800 rubles 

Restaurant "Russian" 1700 rubles per person 8500 rubles 17000 rubles 25500 rubles 34000 rubles 

Restaurant "Sultan 

Bazar 

2200rubles per person 11000 rubles 22000 rubles 33000 rubles 44000 rubles 

 

Complex "Belovodye" 

Monastery  (600 rubles per person) 3000 rubles 6000 rubles 9000 rubles 12000 rubles 

Lunch (800 rubles per person) 4000 rubles 8000 rubles 12000 rubles 16000 rubles 
Horseback 

riding (cart / 

sled) 

4000 rubles/hour   

Country complex 

"Amur" 

14400 rubles per person 72000 rubles 144000 rubles 216000 руб 288000 rubles 

Glamping 11000 rubles per person 55000 rubles 110000 rubles 165000 руб 220000 rubles 

Sikachi-Alyan 3900( group of 5 people) / 3000 

rubles per person 

19500 rubles 30000 rubles 45000 руб 60000 rubles 

Hotel Single Room Double  or Twin Room 
Intourist 4* 3400 rubles per room 4900rubles per room 

Parus 5 * 6500 rubles per room 8500 rubles per room 
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